COURSES WORKBOOK

Strategic Partner Leadership Model
(SPLM)

STRATEGIC PARTNER LEADERSHIP MODEL (SPLM)
Course Description:
The PARTNERNOMICS – SPLM course is designed for business professionals who are
interested in learning how to efficiently operationalize third-party business partnerships.
This course introduces our proprietary Strategic Partner Leadership Model (SPLM)
framework, which teaches a systematic process to effectively structure, manage, and
lead strategic relationships. Participants will learn the six components of the SPLM
framework (Vision, Teams, Goals, Metrics, Processes, and Results) and gain strategies
that will significantly improve operational effectiveness in each critical element.
This course contains over 20 topical videos and interviews with 6 Industry Thought
Leaders. The content is organized into a 6-week curriculum; however, participants are
encouraged to complete the coursework at their own pace (100% self-paced). This
course leveraged interviews with hundreds of international partnership professionals to
construct this powerful first-of-its-kind resource.
Course Learning Objectives:
1. Articulate the importance of an organization’s vision, mission, and core values.
2. Develop or validate your organization’s vision, mission, and core values given the
recommended methodology. Analyze various models of value creation
methodologies through leadership in business.
3. Describe the importance that behaviors play in partnerships and articulate how
DiSC and TKI can be used to develop more meaningful partnerships.
4. Describe the core success practices for creating and managing organizational
goals and use the methods taught to create professional goals.
5. Describe the core success practices for creating and managing operational
metrics and use the methods taught to create appropriate leading and lagging
indicators for your goals and objectives.
6. Articulate the two core success practices that every partnering organization has
and explain how your organization complies with these practices.
7. Explore the success principles for hosting individual, team, and governance
meetings. Explain how your organization aligns with these practices.
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WEEK #1 - VISION
Week #1 Learning Objectives:
1. Participants will understand the Vision Element (Long-term Purpose).
2. Participants will understand the importance of having a Mission (Shorter-term
Purpose).
3. Participants will understand how Core Values connect to an organization’s Vision
and Mission.
4. Participants will be able to explain what Aspirational Values are and the value
they can serve for organizations.
Topic Video - SPLM Vision 1a
1. Overview of 5 Phase Partnering Process (5PPP)
Questions to Consider:
1. The 5 Phase Partnering Process (5PPP) is a repeatable process that gives
professionals a structure for going from an idea (strategy) to execution
(operationalizing a partnership). Have you used a framework similar to this in
your career?

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Vision 1b
1. Overview of the Strategic Partner Leadership Model (SPLM)
Questions to Consider:
1. PARTNERNOMICS offers two “core partnering processes”: 1) Strategic Partner
Leadership Model (SPLM) and 2) 5 Phase Partnering Process (5PPP). Which of
these two frameworks do you believe your organization could benefit from the
most and why?
2. The Strategic Partner Leadership Model (SPLM) is a partnership operations
framework. Have you used or studied an operations framework similar to this in
your career?

Notes:
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Overview of the 5 Phase Partnering Process (5PPP):

Overview of the Strategic Partner Leadership Model (SPLM):

Thought Leader Interview
Jerry Porras, Stanford Professor, Author of “Built to Last”
Questions to Consider:
1. What will a “good vision” do for a company?
2. In what ways does your organization’s vision inspire your team?
3. Does your company's purpose feel sustainable? Why or why not?
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Vision 2
1. Vision (Long-range Purpose).
2. How to create a Vision (Long-range Purpose)

Questions to Consider:
1. Does your organization have an explicit “vision” that every employee knows?
2. What’s the importance of having a clear vision?
3. How would you score your organization’s current “vision” on a scale of 1-10
where 10 is perfect?
4. What might you recommend for an updated vision for your organization?
Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Vision 3
1. Mission (Shorter-range Purpose).
2. How to create a Mission (Shorter-range Purpose)

Questions to Consider:
1. What is your company’s mission?
2. What should an organization’s mission accomplish? That is, what benefit does a
good mission serve?
3. How would you score your organization’s current “mission” on a scale of 1-10
where 10 is perfect?
4. How could your organization’s mission be adjusted to become more impactful?
Notes:
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Vision 4
1. Define Core Values
2. Describe How to Identify an Organization’s Core Values
3. Describe How to use Core Values to Your Benefit

Questions to Consider:
1. What are your organization’s core values?
2. Why, when, and how should core values be established? Who should do this?
3. How would you score your organization’s current “core values” on a scale of 1-10
where 10 is perfect?
4. How could your partnering team use core values more powerfully?

Notes:
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Notes:

WEEK #2 - TEAMS
Week #2 Learning Objectives:
1. Learn the key roles/tasks that Partner Development Leaders (PDLs) play in the
partnering process.
2. Learn the two common ways that partnering teams are organized.
3. Learn the 5 principles of launching a new partnership team.
4. Become familiar with three personality/behavior frameworks:
a. DISC
b. Kolbe
c. Thomas-Kilmann
5. Become familiar with common mistakes with having a fractional Partner
Development Leader role.

Thought Leader Interview
Jon Gordon, Author of “Power of a Positive Team”
Questions to Consider:
1. When thinking about Jon’s concept of “root versus fruit,” what benefits come to
those who focus on the “root?”
2. How do you view your team’s level of commitment regarding partnerships? Do
you feel it could be improved?
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3. Do you agree with Jon’s belief in “rookie thinking?” If yes, how has rookie
thinking helped your team recently?
Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Teams 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Intro to SPLM Teams Element
Key roles of the Strategic Partnering team
Partner Development Leaders (PDL)
“Lone Ranger” & “Hunter/Farmer”
5 principles for launching a new SP team

Questions to Consider:
1. Which of the key roles/tasks of the Partner Development Leader do you enjoy
performing the most?
2. Which of the two team organizational approaches does your organization use for
partnering? Do you think this is the most effective way to organize given your
team’s work needs?
3. Does your organization do a good job of transitioning from one team member to
another?
4. Do you agree with the 5 principles of launching a new partnership team? What
additional principles might you recommend adding to this list?

Notes:
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Notes:
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Topic Video - SPLM Teams 2
1. 15 Traits of Great Partner Development Leaders
Questions to Consider:
1. PARTNERNOMICS identifies the 3 core attributes of great Partner Development
Leaders (PDL). Do you agree with this assessment of top attributes?
2. When considering the 15 Traits of Great Partner Development Leaders, what are
the top 3 traits that your team most exemplifies?
3. Which 3 traits do you feel your team exemplifies the least?
4. What recommendations would you make to help your team improve in these
traits?

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Teams 3
1. Personality Types & Behaviors
2. Overview of DISC
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Questions to Consider:
1. Using the DISC framework’s two dimensions, where do you get your energy?
2. In the DISC framework, what is your dominant behavior?
3. How could better understanding the DISC framework help you improve
relationships with other team members and partners?
4. Do you subscribe to the belief that “leaders” can modify their communications
style to better connect with others?

Notes:

Notes:
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Teams 4
1. Conflict
2. Conflict Behaviors in Partnering
3. Thomas-Kilmann Instrument

Questions to Consider:
1. What is your dominant conflict mode after taking the mini Thomas-Kilmann
assessment?
2. Think of recent times when conflict occurred between you and your partners. Did
the parties approach the situation constructively or destructively? How could you
have approached each situation differently?
3. How can understanding the TKI framework help you better address conflict
situations in the future?
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Notes:

WEEK #3 - GOALS
Week #3 Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the purpose of setting goals.
2. Be able to describe both Top-Down and OKR goal-setting approaches.
3. Be able to articulate and apply the 3-1-3-3 Method of goal setting.
4. Be able to articulate and apply the S.M.A.R.T. approach for goal setting.
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Thought Leader Interview
SPLM - Goals
Questions to Consider:
1. Chris McChesney describes the “1st Discipline,” the “Wildly Important Goal” from
his book, the 4 Disciplines of Execution. Do you agree with the philosophy of
driving meaningful change by focusing on one “game-changer” goal? Does your
organization follow this methodology?
2. Think of Jay Papasan’s comment “What we need is a way to stay in a
relationship with our goals.” What do you personally do to “stay in relationship”
with your goals?
3. Mike Michalowicz says that goals provide a “clarity on outcomes.” Would you say
your organization's goals currently bring a “clarity on outcomes?” If not, what are
some adjustments that could be made to fix this?

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Goals 1
1. Intro to Goals
2. Two Approaches for Goal Management
a. Traditional “Top-Down”
b. Objective & Key Results (OKR)
Questions to Consider:
1. How effective is your organization at goal setting and management?
2. What method(s) of goal setting does your team use today?
3. How should your team restructure its goal setting and management practices so
that your partnerships achieve higher levels of success?
4. Are your organization’s current goals appropriately aligned with your team’s
Mission?
5. Do you feel your individual & team goals would take on more meaning if you
adopted the OKR method? If yes, why?

Notes:
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Goals 2
1. Common Mistakes - Goal Setting
2. 3-1-3-3 Method
Questions to Consider:
1. Does your organization follow the success practice of not setting too many
goals?
2. Do you agree with the premise that goals should not extend past 90 days?
3. Which of the 3 reasons for goals (create clarity, maintain focus, ensure
alignment) do you feel your organization or team struggles the most?
4. If you were to choose a “Wildly Important Goal (WIG)” aka “Game-Changer” for
your team, what would it be?
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5. What 3 metrics (leading indicators) would you set for this “WIG?”
Notes:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Goals 3
1. Setting “S.M.A.R.T.” Goals
Questions to Consider:
1. What was your major takeaway from the S.M.A.R.T. Approach lesson?
2. Does your team currently follow the S.M.A.R.T. Approach methodology?
3. Of the five S.M.A.R.T. approach elements, which area lacks the most in your
team’s goals? What recommendations do you have to improve this element?
4. What additional goal setting or goal management practices have you used in
your career that was not mentioned in the goals videos?
Notes:
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Notes:
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Notes:

WEEK #4
Week #4 Learning Objectives:
1. Be able to articulate the difference between leading and lagging Indicators.
2. Be able to articulate the difference between causation vs. correlation.
3. Understand why leading indicators must be both predictive & influenceable to
maximize outcomes.
4. Learn success practices for selecting the correct metrics to track.
5. Be able to design an effective scoreboard for your team.

Thought Leader Interview
SPLM - Metrics
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Questions to Consider:
1. Chris McChesney spent time distinguishing a “coach’s scoreboard” and a
“player’s scoreboard.” What is the difference between these two? What is the
takeaway for team leaders?
2. Mike Michalowics encourages leaders to not focus on perfection from the
beginning and not measure too many targets - measure what matters. Does your
organization follow these principles?
3. Jay Papasan talked about Keller Williams having public scoreboards. Do you
think there is value in making metrics viewable to everyone?
4. Several thought leaders said scoreboards bring accountability and engagement.
What can your team do to create better scoreboards to heighten accountability
and engagement?

Topic Video - SPLM Metrics 1
1. Reviewed: Vision, Teams, & Goals
2. Previewed: Metrics, Processes, & Results

Questions to Consider:
1. Of the 3 elements reviewed (Vision, Teams, & Goals) which do you feel your
company could most improve on and why?
2. On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being perfect, how effective is your team at identifying
key metrics and using scoreboards to deliver results at all levels (individual,
team, and for each of your strategic partnerships)?
Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Metrics 2
1. 2 Types of Metrics
a. Leading Indicators
b. Lagging Indicators
2. Predictive & Influenceable
Questions to Consider:
1. What is the difference between a leading and a lagging indicator?
2. Why is it important to use metrics that are predictive?
3. What happens when leaders choose to use metrics that are NOT influenceable
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by the metric owner?
4. What are some examples of leading indicators that you commonly use (or will
use) to manage your marquee partnerships?
5. What changes can you make to better use the concepts from this topic in your
daily practice?

Notes:

Notes:

Notes:
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Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Metrics 3
1. Correlation versus Causation
2. 5 Steps to Identifying Metrics
Questions to Consider:
1. What is the difference between correlation and causation?
2. Can you think of a time your organization believed a causal effect was present
when it wasn’t?
3. Does your team currently follow a prescriptive process to identify metrics to
track?
4. How can your team leverage the “5 Steps to Identifying Metrics” to improve your
outcomes?
Notes:
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Notes:

5 Steps to Identifying Metrics:
Step #1:

Step #2:
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Step #3:

Step #4:

Step #5:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Metrics 4
1. 8 Steps to Designing a Scoreboard
2. Steps 1-3
Questions to Consider:
1. A key success practice is to have each metric updated at least once per week.
Does your team use metrics that are NOT updated this frequently? What might
you do to address this situation?
2. As you consider, Step 1, “identifying scoreboards needed,” why is it important to
segregate “coach’s scoreboards” and “player’s scoreboards”?
3. What scoreboards do you think your team needs, but does not currently have?

Notes:
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8 Steps to Designing a Scoreboard:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Metrics 5
1. 8 Steps to Designing a Scoreboard
a. Steps 4-8

Questions to Consider:
1. On a scale of 1-10, with 10 being perfect, how would you rate your team’s
performance in creating new scoreboards? How could you improve?
2. Your scoreboard should use the stoplight (green, yellow, red) visual display. Why
is this considered a success practice?
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3. It is considered a success practice to have a “scoreboard administrator” also be
responsible for alerting executives when critical targets are “at risk.” Does your
team follow this success practice?
4. What processes or review systems do you have in place that constantly affords
opportunities to consider possible improvement opportunities to your
scoreboards?

8 Steps to Designing a Scoreboard:
Step #4:

Step #5:

Step #6:

Step #7:

Step #8:

Notes:
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WEEK #5
Week #5 Learning Objectives:
1. Understand the Importance of Process.
2. Understand the 5 Phased Partnering Process.
3. Understand the 6 Core Partnering Processes.
4. Understand the 24 Partnering Procedures.

Thought Leader Interview
SPLM - Processes
Questions to Consider:
1. What were your biggest takeaways from Chris McChesney’s comments about
the importance of establishing processes?
2. Using Mike Michalowicz’s “ACDC framework,” which of these processes is your
organization’s “weakest link” and have you considered a partnership to help fill
this gap?
3. When good processes are created and followed by the team, it brings
consistency and alignment of effort. Good processes and alignment allowed
Keller Williams to become the largest real estate company in the world. How
has/could your team used process and alignment to be a market leader?

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Processes 1
1. Intro to Process
2. Partnership Operations Process
3. Partnership Lifecycle Process
Questions to Consider:
1. Does your team have a robust and explicit “partnership operating system” in
place today? If yes, provide a comparison/contrast to the SPLM framework. How
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might your operating system be improved?
2. Has your partnering team gone through the exercise to identify your 1) Core
Work Processes 2) Secondary Processes, and 2) Supporting Procedures?
3.
Notes:

Notes:

Notes:
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Topic Video - SPLM Processes 2
1. 3 Common Process Mistakes
2. 5-Phase Partnering Process
Questions to Consider:
1. Which of the 3 common process mistakes, if any, do you feel your organization
commits? What would your suggestions be to prevent these mistakes from
occurring?
2. What are your partnering team’s “Core Processes?” If you do not have fully
identified “Core Processes,” what should these processes be?
3. You must build processes based on activities and job functions, not based on
specific people. Does your organization follow this practice?
4. Does your organization follow the “E-Myth Approach” where you build processes
in a way that you could hand your playbook to another company and they could
adopt it as if they were a franchise?
5. When considering the “5 Phased Partnering Process,” which of these topics
could provide the most value to your organization?
Notes:
Mistake #1:

Mistake #2:

Mistake #3:
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Notes:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Processes 3
1. Partner Relationship Management (PRM) solutions
2. 8 Core Components of a PRM
Questions to Consider:
1. Does your organization use a PRM solution?
2. Which of the 8 core PRM components could your team most benefit from?
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Notes:

Notes:

Notes:
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WEEK #6
Week #6 Learning Objectives:
1. Learn how to move from Strategy to Execution.
2. Describe the importance of conducting periodic retrospective reviews.
3. Apply the SPLM concepts to lead individual Success.
4. Apply the SPLM concepts to lead team Success.
5. Apply the SPLM concepts to lead partner Success.

Thought Leader Interview
SPLM - Results
Questions to Consider:
1. Chris McChesney stresses the importance and power of holding people to high
expectations - high accountability. Do you agree with this leadership philosophy?
2. What were some takeaways from Mike Michalowicz talking about “The Riches
are in the Niches?” Does your organization take a “niches” approach or a “catchall” approach to solutions development?
3. How do you feel the concept of “playing up” can influence and drive results? How
can you create an environment where your team members “play up?”

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Results 1
1. Intro to Results
2. High Trust/Purpose Organizations
3. Trust Factors
Questions to Consider:
1. Do you feel that your organization provides the necessary resources for your
partnering team? If not, what are some investments that need to be made to
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accelerate performance?
2. Do you classify your organization as a high trust/purpose organization? If not,
what are some recommendations you would make to improve these aspects?
3. Which of the 8 Trust Factors mentioned do you think your organization could
improve the most?
Notes:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Results 2
1. The 7 Principles for Effective Meetings
2. The 5 Steps - 1:1 Meetings
3. The 5 Steps - Team Meetings
Questions to Consider:
1. How can you leverage Robin Dreeke’s “Code of Trust” to build stronger
relationships?
2. Consider the team and individual meeting recommendations that were shared in
the lesson video. What are some adjustments that could be made that would
lead to higher levels of performance for the team and you as an individual?
3. What are some things your team does to ensure your meetings are beneficial to
all team members?
4. Of the 7 success principles for productive meetings, which do you feel your team
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could improve most at?
5. Regarding the 5 Steps of 1:1 & team meetings, when you observe your current
meeting structure what improvements do you think could be made?
5 Rules - Code of Trust
Rule #1:

Rule #2:

Rule #3:

Rule #4:

Rule #5:

Notes:

7 Success Principles for Productive Meetings
Principle #1:

Principle #2:

Principle #3:

Principle #4:

Principle #5:
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Principle #6:

Principle #7:

Notes:

5 Steps for Effective 1:1 Meetings:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:

Step #4:

Step #5:

Notes:

5 Steps for Effective Team Meetings:
Step #1:

Step #2:
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Step #3:

Step #4:

Step #5:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Results 3
1.
2.
3.
4.

Partner Management
Alignment of Strategies, Cultures, & Goals
Alignment of Processes & Commitment
4 Components of a Governance Process

Questions to Consider:
1. The claim was made that “holding partners accountable reduces conflict.” Do you
agree with this claim?
2. How effective is your organization at holding your team members and partners
accountable for results?
3. Having executive sponsorship from all parties involved is critical. How effective is
your organization at getting executive support, both internally and externally,
from the onset of your partnering initiatives?
4. Of the 4 governance team structures, which component can your organization
improve the most?
Notes:
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Notes:

4 Components of a Governance Structure
Component #1:

Component #2:

Component #3:

Component #4:

Notes:

Topic Video - SPLM Results 4
1. Partnership Management
2. 5-Step Agenda for Effective Working Team Meetings (for partnerships)
Questions to Consider:
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1. Your partners should NEVER be surprised if your organization decides to
terminate an agreement due to poor performance. Have you encountered this
situation in your career? How can it best be prevented?
2. Do you feel that your organization meets with each of your partners to an
appropriate level? That is, strategic partners are communicated with more
frequently than more commodity-based partners.
3. Considering the 5 step agenda for working team meetings, are any of these
steps missing from your meetings?
Notes:

Notes:
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Notes:

5 Steps Agenda for Working Team Meetings:
Step #1:

Step #2:

Step #3:

Step #4:

Step #5:
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